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HazelI never would've guessed my life would lead me where I am today, wedged between a stalker
and a stranger in the midst of a drug war that I'm unsure of how I entered. One wants to hurt me,
the other seems to want to heal me, but there's more that he's after and I don't know if I can give
him what he seeks. CashI was sent to find answers when no one else could find them. What I found
was a woman in need and a psycho dealer working toward his own agenda. I wasn't to get involved,
but her eyes call to me and I know they hold the information I seek. Phil She doesn't think I'm good
enough for her. But I'll show her. Hazel belongs to me and has since that night that I claimed her. I'll
get back into her good graces. I have to. She has something of mine and I'm not stopping until I
have it all. *This book contains scenes of drug use, rape, and brutality. It is intended for readers
over 18. Reader discretion is advised.
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This story is the biggest friggin surprise in all of creation! I had no clue this story would pack such a
powerful punch!!Hazel has a stalker. A certifiable nutcase named Phil. Their fourth date is a night
neither will forget for very different reasons. After four unsuccessful dates, Hazel attempts to let Paul
down gently but dude is cray cray and refuses to take no for an answer. Enters the mystery

dude....Cash. Cash is a beauty and he has his eye on Hazel. In the beginning it was business but
later it becomes more.Phil. Cash. Hazel. Some crazy stuff happens and someone is about to get
swept up in some serious stuff! Everyone underestimates ole Phil but he's about to show everyone
it's his way or the highway.Take-aways.....NEVER EVER judge a book by its cover. This is one of
the best books I've read in a very long time. Total surprise! Never date someone out of pity....he or
she may be a Phil....total psycho! Never open the door without confirming who is on the other
side...especially if you're being stalked.Five stars because this story is soooooooooo good! I can
hardly wait for book two! I have a feeling Hazel is planning to serve up some ice cold revenge!

This book...I mean...WOW! I have so many feelings on this. You get pulled into the book from the
very first line. I read this book in about 2 days. I could not put it down! I really like Hazel. She is
strong and works hard, plus she keeps her apartment a mess and I can totally understand that. Who
has time to clean these days. I bring this up because I feel like Tara did a great job making this story
realistic. I grew up in a small town in the south and the description of this town reminded me so
much of that town. So realistic. I can honestly say that I hated Phil from the beginning and I was so
glad when she dumped him. I have so many mixed feelings on Cash. I want to totally love him but I
have so many more questions.Tara Dawn has left me sitting here going, WHAT THE HELL??!!??? I
love a good cliffhanger and Tara Dawn delivered. I can't wait for the next book to come out. I am
giving this book 4.8 stars out of 5. Go get it and get started. I promise you won't be disappointed. I
literally had dreams about this book. So good!!!

Are you wanting a story that will have you riding the emotional roller coaster, right beside the
characters? Do you want to face a few of your fears, without living them?Yes?!? Then sit down, shut
up and strap yourself in!Hazel is working her sexy ass off, trying to make her life better. She makes
mistakes along the way, just like everyone else. She puts her big girl panties on and takes each by
the balls. Hazel makes a big mistake that could end up costing her more than she can pay.Phil is a
rich man, who thinks that he's all that and a bag of chips. He tastes something that turns his world
around. Phil does what Phil wants, no matter what.Cash is there in the he nick of time or so
everyone thinks. He knows more than he lets on.How will this roller coaster ride end? Are you
strapped in tight? Hold on!

Independent heroine? CheckSassy friend? CheckPsycho stalker? CheckBad boy love interest?
CheckPlot twists? CheckLeaves you craving more? CheckI am a proudly confessed Snap addict. If

you like your stories dark and twisted, I highly recommend this!

I'm having difficulty finding words to describe how I feel after just finishing Snap.... I was left gutted
but yearning for more. I was left cussing the characters while cheering them on as well..This story is
the epitome of Dark romance, it deal with intense real life issues, but it is done in a way that leaves
you breathlessly waiting for Taint. Tara Dawn has the capability to destroy the reader while
rebuilding at the same time. Wondery written and TOTALLY worth reading, I'm kicking myself for not
reading this sooner. Can't wait to return to Trinity to see how this plays out for all involved.

Snap by Tara DawnTwisted and Evil!!!I havenâ€™t read this type of genre before and I now know
why!! Not every story is for every reader and thatâ€™s how it should be. Variety is the spice of life or
so they say.Phil is a junkie and a very, very bad guy. Heâ€™s spoilt and rich and not the hero of the
story. The real hero is just as unexpected at least for me. This isnâ€™t your typical billionaire/ alpha
story. Itâ€™s dark and twisted, it may not even be to your liking.Blood and gore abound as do drugs
and non-consensual sex.If you have triggersâ€¦ do not venture here. But if youâ€™re willing to test
your mettle on something a little bit extreme and outside the box of â€˜normalityâ€™ then let Hazel
and Cash take you on a heart stopping ride as they fight to be together.This is a series and ends on
a bit of a cliff-hanger.

This was my first read by this author and omg my heart is still racing.It's dark and suspenseful look
at the world of drugs, though there was so much more going on to keep me entertained. I couldn't
put my kindle down. There was a hint of ending at the start of the book and I was hoping for a twist.
Thank goodness the author left a bit of book 2 there too, so as to not leave me hanging or I might
have to hunt her down.The story was easy to read and the characters engaging, all in all very well
put together.I really enjoyed this story, if you like suspense you will too.I was given this ARC for an
honest review.
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